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Background

Ar0ﬁcial light-switchable polymers are raising a wide interest in organic
electronics for their tunable proper0es upon light-irradia0on.
This par0cular feature makes them very suitable for digital memory system,
organic light-emiGng diodes, as well as plas0c solar cells.

The switchable polymers and circularly polarized light

The conjugate polymers have the feature to allow a rota0on in the main chain
upon light s0muli, ac0ng as molecular rotors.
A selec0ve rota0on permits the racemic polymers with random twists to
acquire nega0ve or posi0ve twists around the biphenyl dihedral.
This feature makes the polymers ac/ves for circular dichroism.
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Fig. 1 CD and UV spectral changes of PDOF in film upon irradiation
with R-CPL for 0 min (blue, UV-0) and 6 min (red, UV-1 and CD-1)
and upon irradiation with L-CPL for 6 min (purple, UV-2 and CD-2)
and for additional 12 min (green, UV-3 and CD-3). CD spectra were
obtained by averaging those recorded at diﬀerent film orientations
(angles) with the film face positioned vertically to the incident light
beam for measurement.
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The mo/va/on
Polyﬂuorenes can be turned out into an op0cally ac0ve conforma0on
through irradia0on with circularly polarized light (CPL) owing to the
dihedral rota0on. The switching eﬃciency depends on the chiral
subs0tuent on the side chain, as well as on the CPL irradia0on 0me.
We studied the poly(9,9-dioctylﬂuoren-2,7-diyl) (PDOF) with a branched
alipha0c dioctyl side chain. We have been interested in studying the
mechanism of the screw-sense switching, which allows a strong chiral
harves0ng recorded through the circular dichroism spectroscopy.
A simula0on protocol for predic0ng the chiral harves0ng and the
rela0ve switching cycle in racemic polyﬂuorenes was developed.

The approach
Free-energy simula0ons in the framework of well-tempered 1
metadynamics.2
Chirality space3 collec0ve variables.4
GROMACS4.5.5.5
Adapted parameters of CHARMM366,7 for the polymer chains and the
amorphous silicon dioxide slab8 (70 nm x 70 nm x 2 nm, 987648 atoms).
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Free-energy es/mates
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Reac/on coordinates for macromolecules
The good choice of the reac/on coordinate is relevant to accurately reconstruct the
free energy proﬁle.
Macromolecule structures are deﬁned by speciﬁc backbone dihedrals that iden0fy
their structure.
Supramolecular scaﬀolds can be studied by speciﬁc molecular descriptors than take
into account the supramolecular chirality.
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Chirality-based reac/on coordinates
First applica0on achieved on protein secondary structures.
Polyproline II
3-10 helix
π helix

Chirality-based reac/on coordinates
Second applica0on achieved on
nucleic acids.

The chirality index was
introduced as reac0on
coordinate for free energy
es0mates in the metadynamics
framework.
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Chirality-based reac/on coordinates
We used well-tempered metadynamics in chirality space overcoming high
ac0va0on barriers.
We used the chirality-based path coordinates. Those are two coordinates.

The ﬁrst coordinate iden0ﬁes the polymer handedness (sG).
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Chirality-based reac/on coordinates
The chirality-based coordinates were used for predic0ng the mechanism of
helix sense switching in acrylates, bearing in the side chains a tertbutylphenyl group.

Pietropaolo, Nakano J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2013, 135,5509.

Chirality-based reac/on coordinates
The chiral path coordinates have been proven in the years to catch the early events of
helix handedness transi0ons.
The free-energy basins projected through these coordinates reproduce the circular
dichroism spectra experimentally recorded.

Therefore, the free-energy landscape reconstructed in the chirality space can predict
the absolute conﬁgura/on of a given macromolecule.

Free energy pathways in ﬂuorene-based polymers.
We aim at predic0ng the stepwise switching in the ﬂuorene-ﬂuorene
dihedrals.
We considered a chiral path from sG=0 (racemic conforma0ons, no chirality)
to sG=+1 (all dihedrals are posi0ve twisted) and sG=-1 (all dihedrals are
minus twisted).

Free energy pathways in ﬂuorene-based polymers.
Free-energy simula0ons in the framework of well-tempered metadynamics in
chirality space where carried out for a 43-mer of poly(9,9-dioctylﬂuoren-2,7-diyl)
(PDOF).
in (a) an isolated, single chain in vacuum,
in (b) a group of sixteen chains in vacuum,
in (c) an isolated, single chain on amorphous silica,
in (d) a group of sixteen chains on amorphous silica.

The free-energy simula0ons were validated through the calcula0on of the Circular
Dichroism spectra in the TD-DFT framework using the B97D pseudopoten0al.

Pietropaolo, Wang, Nakano, Angew. Chem. Int. Edit. 2015, 54,2688.

Free energy pathways in ﬂuorene-based polymers.
In the free-energy landscape of a single chain in vacuum:
the transi0on is not allowed since only one free-energy minimum is present.

Free energy pathways in ﬂuorene-based polymers.
In the free-energy landscape of a sixteen chains in vacuum:
two enan0omeric free-energy minima start to appear but they can suddenly
come back to the racemic state since too less deep and with ac0va0on
barriers too low.

Free energy pathways in ﬂuorene-based polymers.
In the free-energy landscape of a single chains in amorphous silica:
Two stable enan0omeric minima are present. However, the racemic state is
not stable as them, hampering the cycling among the three states.
A not stacked chiral PDOF chain can therefore useful in chiral separa0on
techniques.

B

A

Free energy pathways in ﬂuorene-based polymers.
A thin ﬁlm of stacked polyﬂuorenes can cycle between the two
enan0omeric states (posi0ve and nega0ve CD signals crossing a zero signal
for a racemic state).

The mechanism of the switchable screw-sense.
The free-energy simula0ons indicate that PDOF can cycle from the
racemic state to the enan0omeric states only when deposited on an
inert support and not in aggregated phases or dilute solu0on.
The inert support acts as a supramolecular scaﬀold facilita0ng the
transi0on, controlling the polymer handedness.
No helixes are formed in vacuum.

Valida/on of the free-energy simula/ons
We suddenly check if the free-energy predic0ons were correct,
recording the CD spectra on a polymer suspension and on a dilute
solu0on. 4. Experimental CD spectra of a film and a suspension samples of
PDOF

The spectra strikingly show a remarkable CD signal only for a polymer
ﬁlm.
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Valida/on of the free-energy simula/ons
Moreover, the calculated ECD spectra in the enan0omeric free-energy
basins reproduce those experimentally recorded.
51 helix structure is present in PDOF and cause the intense excitonic
spliGng.

Valida/on of the free-energy simula/ons
The calculated UV spectra for a 2,2’-diﬂuorenyl show a blue-shiq and a
hypochromism during ﬂuorene-ﬂuorene rota0on.
calculated

experimental

Concluding remarks and future perspec/ves
The poly(9,9-dioctylﬂuoren-2,7-diyl) (PDOF) can switch its screw-sense from
a completely racemic state to the enan0omeric states upon a selected
handedness of circularly polarized light (R- or L- CPL) only when deposited
on a support.
Theore0cal UV and ECD spectra calculated on the free-energy minima
belonging to the enan0omeric states of PDOF deposited on amorphous
silica reproduce the experimental spectra.
The inert support acts as a supramolecular scaﬀold favouring the forma0on
of 51 helixes. The forma0on of a helix conforma0on is destabilized in a
polymer suspension because of an uncontrolled ﬂexibility.

Future perspec0ves will be put to selec0vely obtaining switchable devices
with bespoke ac0va0on barriers.
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